[The polymorphism of Y chromosome and mtDNA distribution among two Bai populations].
In the same ethnic group, people residing at different places may have genetic difference. The difference can be the results of migration and admixture events happened in history. To clarify the genetic relationship and micro-evolution of two Bai ethnic populations residing in Yunnan and Hunan province respectively,we investigated their genetic difference from paternal and maternal genealogy with six other ethnic groups as outgroups. Fourteen loci from mtDNA and thirteen loci from Y chromosome were selected for genotyping using PCR-RFLP methods. Result showed that H6 and H8 are the same dominant Y chromosome haplotypes in two Bai groups. However,the distribution of mtDNA haplogroups showed difference between two Bai populations. D, B, M8 are the predominant haplogroups in Hunan Bai ethnic population, whereas M, G, F are dominant in Yunnan Bai ethnic population. Principal Component (PC) analysis based on the Y chromosome haplotypes showed that two Bai ethic populations cluster together. It shows a close paternal genetic relationship between two Bai ethnic populations. From the mtDNA PC plot, it is clear that Hunan Bai is close to Hunan Han and Tujia, whereas Yunnan Bai is close to ethnic groups living in Yunnan province. The difference of mtDNA haplogroup distribution in two Bai people may reflect the maternal gene flow between ethnic groups living in Hunan province after the ancestors of Hunan Bai migrated from Yunnan province to Hunan province 800 years ago.